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A WORD FROM THE PRESIDENT

For nearly 200 years, Université de 
Saint‑Boniface has continually improved 
the quality of its education and expanded 
its programs. However, today’s students 
are looking for more than just a great 
education. As you will see in this issue of 
Sous la coupole, organizing career‑
related activities, student conferences 
and other activities, our institution fully 
understands that education must be a 
well‑rounded experience.

I would go on further to say that, today 
more than ever, our students’ education 
must also take place outside of school, 
courses and pedagogical activities. 
People learn subliminally, whether it be 
through interacting with their family, 
their friends or their community.

And travel, a particularly beneficial type 
of learning experience, should be more 
common. In the following pages, you will 
see that our students who visited Senegal 
returned changed. Likewise, some young 
people that I met last summer in Hungary 
were undergoing a true transformation 
as a result of the trip that they were 
taking in Europe. However, generally 
speaking, our students are homebodies. 
Technology gives them the impression of 
opening up the universe to them, but real 
travel is much more educational.

At times unsettling, travelling allows you 
to have direct contact with strangers, 
experience an unknown environment, 
discover a new culture and explore new 
places. And, unless everything is planned 
out like a tour trip, travelling is a highly 
dynamic experience: the person must 
actively prepare, travel and adapt to 
situations. It is a real‑life experience that 
is totally different from the passive virtual 
visits provided by technology.

If people opt for real travel, the kind 
where they are not necessarily seeking a 
familiar environment, they will explore 
unfamiliar places, meet surprising people 
and even experience frustrations! The 
discoveries made will counteract their 
usual perceptions, will go against their 
intuition and will rattle their values. And 
this friction with the new and different 
elements enriches knowledge at least as 
much as studying.

May this academic year bring you unique 
learning opportunities like travelling!

Gabor Csepregi

President
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An Invitation to Travel

Gabor Csepregi, President
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It is a real‑life experience that is 
totally different from the passive 
virtual visits provided by technology.
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The injured body in literature
A professor in the Department of French, 
Language and Literature, Maria Arentsen 
received a five‑year grant for her research 
program entitled Le corps blessé dans les 
littératures québécoise et canadienne 
d’expression française entre 1945 et 2015.

The research will involve various 
collaborations at both the national and 
international levels, including with 
researchers from the University of 
Auvergne, the University of London’s 
Royal Holloway college, the Canadian 
Centre on Disability Studies, and the 
Center for Interdisciplinary Research in 
Rehabilitation and Social Integration. 

Through this project, researchers will try 
to understand how people with 
disabilities have been objectified in the 
literary discourse of the 20th century 
and to understand the meanings 
attributed to the injured bodies depicted. 

“But be aware, we are also very 
interested in works that are somewhat 
revolutionary that, instead of reifying 
disability, break the stereotypes and 
present us with complete human beings,” 
clarified Maria Arentsen. This research 
program will open new doors for 
understanding and awareness regarding 
people with disabilities.

For Maria Arentsen, receiving this grant is 
of paramount importance as 
much for USB as for 
Manitoba’s Francophone 
community as a whole. “It is 
difficult to get grants from the 

SSHRC; I am 
honoured and 
thrilled that our 
project pleased the 
awarding committee 
to such an extent. 
Moreover, I think it  
is crucial that 
Manitoba has been 
given this type of 

support. I like to think that the 
government recognizes that 
the difficulty experienced by 
an individual with a disability in 
a minority language 
community is twofold. 

A Francophone here experiences 
difficulties that do not occur in large cities, 
for example having to request services in 
English. People with disabilities are more 
marginalized in minority communities.”

An international conference will take place 
in St. Boniface in 2018 and a work will be 
published on the question of the 
representation of the injured body in 
French‑language Canadian literature.

A first: over the last year, three Université de Saint‑Boniface (USB) professors, Maria Arentsen, 

Sandrine Hallion and Yves Frenette, have received a grant from the Social Sciences and 

Humanities Research Council (SSHRC) of Canada to conduct important research.

“The year 2015‑2016 proved to be very successful in terms of financial support for research,” 

said Peter Dorrington, Vice‑President (Academic and Research). “Also, I am pleased to see that 

the projects chosen align with the university‑community approach, which I firmly believe in.”

Three Major Grants 

RESEARCH

It is difficult to get grants from the SSHRC;  
I am honoured and thrilled that our project 
pleased the awarding committee to such  
an extent. 
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“Les français d’ici” Conference

For the first time since it was created ten 
years ago, the international biannual 
conference “Les français d’ici” took place 
in western Canada, at Université de 
Saint‑Boniface (USB), from June 7th to 
9th, 2016.

It was Sandrine Hallion, professor in the 
Department of French, Language and 
Literature, who received a grant to 
organize this conference, open to 
researchers interested in the varieties of 
French and the French‑speaking regions 
in North America. 

“This conference covered French 
representation in all of North America,” 
said the organizer. “While we favoured a 
linguistic approach, we also forayed into 
literature, anthropology and history.” 
Transcontinental comparisons were also 
on the agenda for the gathering, which 
brought together researchers from North 
America, France, Germany and England.

“Compared to research on the varieties of 
French in Québec, Acadia and Ontario, 
the research on western North America 
is more recent and there is less of it, 
which is making it increasingly appealing 
and visible,” explained Sandrine Hallion.

“The quality of the exchanges was excellent, 
and the participants took advantage of 
their trip to explore the region,” said 
Hallion. “In addition, the grant allowed  
us to publish a set of lengthy articles 
based on the participants’ presentations 
and research.”

An original component of the conference 
was the opportunity to showcase academic 
innovation. So, Isabelle Monnin, a PhD 
student at Paris‑Sorbonne University  
(Paris IV), not only contributed to preparing 

an application, but she also co‑organized 
an interdisciplinary workshop that took 
place on June 6th, right before the 
conference. “Combining approaches, 
regions and contexts allowed us to 
discover new potential study angles,”  
said Isabelle Monnin. “Also, being in 
direct contact with seasoned researchers 
from all over was really informative for us 
young PhD students from near and far!”

 Alongside the conference, some activities 
included the lecture Les engagements des 
voyageurs pour la traite des fourrures : un 
nouvel outil, given by Nicole St‑Onge from 
the University of Ottawa; an exhibit of 
publications from previous “Les français 
d’ici” conferences; and the showing of the 
film FM Youth by Franco‑Manitoban 
filmmaker Stéphane Oystryk. 

The next edition will take place in 2018 at 
Concordia University, in Montreal. 

Francophone Occupation of the Continent
Yves Frenette, who already holds a Tier 1 
Canada Research Chair in Migrations, 
Transfers and Francophone Communities 
(CRC‑MTFC), has received a two‑year 
grant for the project entitled Nouveaux 
regards sur l’occupation du continent 
nord‑américain par la population 
canadienne‑française entre 1760 et 1914. 
This partnership development project will 
focus on the historical, geographical and 
socioeconomical aspects of the land 
occupation, at various levels, by the 
French Canadians and the Metis.

“The research that will be conducted  
as a result of this grant will fit into the 
historical component of our research 
chair,” explained Yves Frenette. The 
research is focused on a particular time 
period and deals specifically with the 
French Canadians. Furthermore, at this 
stage, the project aims to build 

partnerships in order to explore 
methodologies and to test hypotheses.”

The research will be led by eleven 
co‑investigators and five collaborators, 
and will involve ten academic institutions, 
including the Canadian Museum of 
History, the Société de généalogie de 
Québec and the Société historique de 
Saint‑Boniface. It will be based on ten 
electronic databases housed, among 
others, at Université du Québec à 
Chicoutimi, at the Société historique de 
Saint‑Boniface and in Minnesota.

“The innovative element of this project 
lies in the idea of tapping into these 
major databases in order to paint a 
picture, on a continental scale, of 
Francophone migration to Québec,  
New England, Manitoba, Minnesota and 
North Dakota,” continued the researcher.

An international conference on this vast 
subject will take place at Université de 
Saint‑Boniface during the institution’s 
bicentennial. In addition, a collective 
work will be published in the “Mercury” 
series of the University of Ottawa Press 
and the Canadian Museum of History.
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Students at the Fore
It’s a well‑known fact: at Université de Saint‑Boniface, students come first! And so, a wide 

range of local and international activities, both educational and enjoyable, are organized to 

enrich academic life and to prepare students for the professional world. Trips, symposiums, 

work‑related projects… get ready for an action‑packed learning experience! 

Humanitarian trip to Senegal
Four students from the Université de Saint‑Boniface (USB)  
School of Social Work travelled to Senegal from November 19  
to December 23, 2015. Over the course of their stay, Tavia McKinnon, 
Chantal Hébert, Bobbie Bruce and Jeaco Kasumba took part in a 

humanitarian trip, which 
saw them, among other 
things, distributing medical 
and educational materials, 
immersing in the 
Senegalese culture 
through homestays with 
families, and completing 
preprofessional internships 
at community service 
organizations. 

“The trip to Senegal taught 
me so much,” enthused 
student Tavia McKinnon. 

“The Senegalese are known for their hospitality (téranga, in Wolof) 
and, without a doubt, what I’ll remember the most about Senegal 
is the solidarity and generosity that I experienced there! This is 
best summed up in a saying my Senegalese “twin” often repeated 
when I thanked her for her warm welcome: We’re together!” 

The trip took place in the context of the Projet de mobilité 
internationale (PMI‑Travail social and Francophonie 
internationale). The students were accompanied by Professor 
Léna Diamé Ndiaye. Students and one professor from the Faculty 
of Education joined the group, adding an interdisciplinary facet 
to the project. 

Speed interviews 
On March 21, 51 students from the École technique et 
professionnelle (ETP) in Business Administration, Tourism 
Management and Information Technology benefited from speed 
interviews with potential employers, for the mandatory 
internship that they would undertake, a few weeks later, as part 
of their programs. 

For three years running, Entrevues vitesse (“Speed interviews”) 
has given employers a chance to meet students before selecting 
an intern. “This way, employers can choose the young person 
whose profile best matches the spirit and values of their 
company,” explained Mélanie Desnoyers, organizer of the activity 
and professor in Business Administration. “It’s a question of 
competency, but also of chemistry!” 

Mélanie Desnoyers, who is very familiar with the strengths and 
weaknesses of her students, reserves the right to preselect five 
per employer before the big day. Nevertheless, other students 
who are interested in an 
employer can sign up for  
an interview. 

This year, a diverse group of 
around twenty employers 
participated in the event.  
“It’s an excellent learning 
opportunity. Students get to 
practice the interview 
techniques they have learned 
about at the employment 
preparation seminar, as well as 
overcome their shyness.”

At the end of the winter 
session, students can either complete a 5‑week unpaid regular 
internship or a 16‑week paid cooperative internship, which runs 
until mid‑August. The vast majority of students successfully 
landed an internship following the interviews.

EDUCATION

Photo : courtesy of Chantal Hébert
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Our Horizons Are 
Expanding... Thanks  
to Your Donation
Led by students Sara Fournier and Nicolas Audette, the 2015‑2016 
annual fundraising campaign set a goal of raising $600,000 to 
promote student mobility, to support our students in need and to 
invest in the USB’s emerging priorities. This mission was 
accomplished thanks to your overwhelming generosity for which 
we are deeply grateful. Together, we raised a total of $859,944.92.

Thanks to our endowment fund, Université de Saint‑Boniface 
allocated an impressive $476,337 toward student bursaries.

University $ 307 567

École technique et professionnelle $ 168 770

FUNDRAISING CAMPAIGN

SOURCE OF CONTRIBUTIONS

$ 428 005 
Corporations, 

institutions and 
foundations

 

$ 47 675 
USB personnel 

$ 91 641 
Alumni and friends

$ 150 000 
Matching donations

$ 128 167 
Students$ 14 457 

Other

Transforming a dream into reality 
Five years ago, the community believed in Université de  
Saint‑Boniface’s vision for the construction of the Pavillon  
Marcel‑A.‑Desautels.

Today, we are proud to announce that the deadlines and budgets  
for this ambitious project were respected and the financial 
commitments of the VISION campaign are now fulfilled. Thanks to 
contributions from 722 donors and government partners, we have 
transformed a dream into reality. This ultramodern pavilion now 
plays an important role in the advancement of Université de 
Saint‑Boniface and offers our students an unparalleled environment 
for optimizing their academic success. 

Thanks to contributions from 722 donors and 
government partners, we have transformed a  
dream into reality.
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“Immersion shaped my destiny.”
For Winnipegger Rosemary Barton, a political journalist enjoying a flourishing career in 

Ottawa, it all began with the choice, at twelve years old, to enroll in an immersion program.

She is just barely over 40 but has already achieved so much: learning French in immersion, a year in France, undergraduate studies  
at USB and in Ottawa, a job in Québec City and, today, host of the popular television show “Power and Politics”. Meet a young woman 
with a passion for French, politics and media. A real‑life immersion success story. 

 

There was absolutely no way to predict 
that French would play such an important 
role in Rosemary Barton’s life. Fleeing 
violence and unemployment in Northern 
Ireland, her parents were 20 years old 
when they moved to Winnipeg, by 
chance, in the middle of January. They 
didn’t know anyone and had no 
connection with the Francophone 
community. The Barton family lived in the 
Riverview neighbourhood, near Osborne 
Street. As a child, Rosemary attended 
Riverview Elementary School, where she 
took only basic French classes. 

At twelve years old, when she was 
moving on to Churchill High School, 
Rosemary came to her parents with the 
strange idea of enrolling in “late” 
immersion. “I’d done well in my French 
classes; I wanted to see where that talent 
could take me.” Although they were 
surprised, her parents encouraged her on 
this path. “Immersion was the beginning 
of a passion that opened up my world 
and changed the course of my life.” 

A year in Rouen
In high school, Rosemary Barton stood 
out in public speaking competitions. A 
literature professor took notice of her 
and, at the end of her studies, suggested 
another original idea: why not go to 
France as a “jeune fille au pair”? She 
would work as a nanny in exchange for 
room and board and be encouraged to 
discover French culture. And so, at 18, ten 
days after receiving her diploma, she 
travelled to Rouen, a town in the 
northwest of France. During that year she 
took care of the three children of two 
doctors. “I was very busy but I managed 
to take French courses at Université de 
Rouen. I also travelled a bit with other au 
pairs.” It was during that time that she 
filled out the application forms for 
Université de Saint‑Boniface.

ALUMNA PROFILE
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With the Right Honourable Justin Trudeau, 
Prime Minister of Canada

An interview with John Kerry,  
USA Secretary of State
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Studies at USB
At USB, Rosemary Barton undertook a 
four‑year bachelor degree specialized in 
French. She actually completed a double 
major in French Literature and English 
Literature. “I could attend a morning 
class in French in St. Boniface and then 
take the bus to an English class at the 
University of Manitoba in the afternoon.  
I really appreciated having access to  
both institutions.”

“I loved the intimate nature of USB.  
For young people like myself, who were 
wondering what we would do later on,  
it was perfect. Relationships with 
professors were easy‑going and friendly. 
We could go for coffee and chat about 
career possibilities. An environment like 
that makes it easier to get to know 
yourself and to find yourself.” 

“I remember long hours spent in the 
library, sitting on the carpet. That’s 
where I discovered Maupassant,  
Anne Hébert…”

To complement her majors, Rosemary 
notably took a course in political science. 
It was a revelation for her. Her love for 
the French language found a natural 
extension in politics. Raymond Hébert,  
a well‑known political commentator, 
secretly recommended his talented 
student to the Réseau de l’information 
(RDI – Radio‑Canada’s news and 
information channel) team. During the 
last year of her studies, Rosemary 
became a part‑time researcher for the 
show “L’Ouest en direct”. This first 
experience in a newsroom allowed her to 
discover her third passion: the media. 

Experiences in the East
Rosemary Barton’s next move was to 
Ottawa to embark on a Master’s in 
Journalism at Carleton University. Among 
the three specializations offered, she 
opted for radio broadcasting. 

Between her two years of study, she got a 
summer job at CBC Radio in Québec City. 
She was a researcher and occasionally 
produced radio pieces. “That was when I 

made my first ties to 
Québec. They were key 
to what came next.” 
After her master’s 
degree, she decided to 
return to Québec City, 
where she knew a few 
people. Everything 
happened quickly. She 

first worked part‑time as a researcher at 
Global, then as a general reporter. After 
one year, she was assigned to Québec’s 
Parliament Hill. Around two years later, 
she made the leap to CBC. “I believe a 
public broadcaster plays an important role 
in democracy.” She lived in Québec City 
for seven years in total. 

Ottawa and CBC
Rosemary returned to Ottawa. Within  
the CBC, where she was a national 
reporter, she covered politics, 
collaborated on special shows and 
hosted “Power and Politics” on 
Fridays. “In the last decade, I’ve lived 
through changes that have turned 
the media upside down. 
Increasingly, I’ve had to do 
everything at once: television, 
radio and web content.” 
French helps her in all 
aspects of her work. She also 
understands both the reality 
of Canada’s Francophone 
minority communities and 
the issues specific to 
Québec. For example, in the 
2011 federal elections, she 
was asked to cover the 
“Layton phenomenon” that 
swept Québec.

June 2015 marked a turning point in her 
career. She was chosen to temporarily 
replace the regular host of “Power and 
Politics”. And then, in August, the Harper 
government unexpectedly triggered the 
longest federal election in Canadian 
history, which would eventually see Justin 
Trudeau’s Liberals come to power. “I was 
on the air 6 days out of 7 for 78 days. My 
strategy was simple: to give such a solid 
performance that no one would be able 
to compete against me!” And it worked. 
In December, the position was officially 
vacant but nobody dreamed of pitting 
their name against Rosemary Barton’s.

The future…
Is there such a thing as future projects 
for someone who has already 
accomplished so much?

“I’m interested in many things. My goal is 
to become a great, well‑respected political 
journalist who is considered an expert and 
entrusted with responsibilities. I like 
hosting radio, for example for the show 
“As It Happens”. I would also like to work 
on a televised news show like “The 
National”. I don’t have a precise career 
plan and that’s fine because all of my 
success has happened a bit by chance. 
All I know is that I will continue to work 
hard because that’s what makes  
me happy.” 

French helps her in all aspects of her work. 
She also understands both the reality of 
Canada’s Francophone minority communities 
and the issues specific to Québec.

While Rosemary Barton prefers not to talk about her 
personal life, she cannot hide her pride for her 4‑year old 
whom this year, already bilingual, is registered into the 
French school System.
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Graduation 
187 diplomas – a record for the past ten years – were handed out by Université de 

Saint‑Boniface during the university commencement, held on June 6, 2016 at St. Boniface 

Cathedral. The École technique et professionnelle (ETP) awarded 123 diplomas on June 15.  

And, with that, the ETP celebrated the milestone of 2,000 graduates since its inception in 1975 

and proudly capped off its 40th anniversary year. 

Lise Gaboury-Diallo 
receives an award for 
research 
This year, the Prix d’excellence en 
recherche, which aims to recognize a 
faculty member who has distinguished 
himself or herself by the scope and 
quality of his or her research projects, 

was given to professor and writer Lise Gaboury‑Diallo,  
a specialist in Western Canadian Francophone literature.  
Lise Gaboury‑Diallo’s expertise in Franco‑Manitoban literature  
is recognized around the world. 

Luc Côté receives posthumous honour
Luc Côté, a professor of American history at USB for nearly  
25 years, received the Prix Alexandre‑Taché posthumously in 
recognition of his memorable contribution to the advancement of 
the Francophone community of Manitoba.

“Luc Côté generously passed down his passion for history to 
several generations, whether in classes at USB, during 
presentations in high schools on Manitoban history or through his 
radio or television reports,” underscored Michel Verrette, 
colleague and joint applicant of the candidacy. Anne Sechin, also a 
colleague and joint applicant, added, “His humanity, his love of 
discovery, his optimism and his 
commitment have left a significant mark 
on our community.”

Honorary degree for Mariette Mulaire 
In recognition of her 
high‑calibre and 
sustainable 
achievements in the 
field of business, 
whether it be in 
Manitoba, elsewhere 
in Canada or 
internationally, 
Franco‑Manitoban 
Mariette Mulaire was 

the fifth recipient of an honorary degree from Université de 
Saint‑Boniface. President and CEO of the World Trade Centre 
Winnipeg since 2013, she previously held the positions of 
President and CEO of the Agence nationale et internationale du 
Manitoba (ANIM) and Director of the Conseil de développement 
économique des municipalités bilingues du Manitoba (CDEM). 
Mariette Mulaire is recognized for her vision, dynamism and 
creativity. Her vast professional network is impressive.

AWARDS AND DISTINCTIONS
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A School for Human Rights
To encourage students from France and Manitoba to learn more about human rights,  

the Institut international des droits de l’Homme et de la paix (IDHP, located in Caen, France), 

the Canadian Museum for Human Rights (CMHR, located in Winnipeg) and Université de 

Saint‑Boniface worked in partnership to organize an École des droits de la personne (School 

for Human Rights) in Winnipeg, from May 23 to 31, 2016.

“It was our first joint project,” remarked 
Lise Pinkos, Manager of Education 
Programs for the CMHR. “The success of 
our École has opened the door for more 
projects in French.” 

Jonas Bochet, Director of the IDHP, added, 
“Non‑formal education and promoting 
human rights are part of our mission. 
Co‑organizing a special week with 
Canadian institutions whose contributions 
are also recognized in these fields is a 
great honour for us.”

During this week of intensive post‑
secondary studies, a total of 24 young 
people, ages 18 to 25, from France and 
Manitoba’s French‑speaking community, 
were able to broaden their knowledge of 
human rights.

Cultural rights
To highlight the 50th anniversary of the 
UN’s International Covenant on 
Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, the 
topic “cultural rights” was chosen. 

Although they are not often mentioned, 
cultural rights are an essential part of 
universal human rights. They concern 
individual and community identities, 
minority rights, access to education, 

linguistic rights and heritage. According 
to the United Nations, “Cultural rights 
protect […] the rights of groups of people, 
to develop and express their humanity, 
their world view and the meaning they 
give to their existence and their 
development through, inter alia, values, 
beliefs, convictions, languages, 
knowledge and the arts, institutions and 
ways of life.” The School of human rights 
proposed studying and questioning these 
rights, as well as reflecting on ways to 
ensure that they are respected. 

On the agenda
The week’s academic program included 
sessions on human rights in general, and 
more specifically, relating to cultural 
rights, diversity, cultural identity, the 
issue of cultural genocide (including the 
repercussions of residential schools in 
Canada), cultural protection, the issue of 
linguistic rights in Canada, and cultural 
protection and linguistic issues in 
Canada. Developing a common action 
plan was also proposed. 

 

Participants were able to attend 
presentations by six internationally‑
renowned researchers, for example: on 
Métis identity, Denis Gagnon, Université de 
Saint‑Boniface; cultural goods and cultural 
minorities, Ghislain Patrick Lessene, 
Center for African Law Studies (CEJA), 
based in Geneva; aboriginal identities, 
Widia Larivière, Québec Native Women; 
migrations, relocations and Francophone 
communities, Patrick Noël, Université  
de Saint‑Boniface; rights and the 
Manitoban linguistic crisis, Jacqueline Blay, 
historian and President of the Société 
franco‑manitobaine; and the European 
perspective on linguistic rights,  
Catherine‑Amélie Chassin, Executive 
Director of the IDHP and senior lecturer  
at Université de Caen‑Normandie.

The week‑long École des droits de la 
personne was also an opportunity to 
create new friendships while exploring 
Manitoba’s various tourist attractions. 
Visits to the CMHR, St. Boniface, the 
Forks and the St. Boniface Museum were 
just some of the activities planned. 

COLLABORATION
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NEW FACES 

Three (Sort of) Newcomers!
For five years in a row, Université de Saint‑Boniface has been named on the prestigious list of 

the top 25 employers in Manitoba for its exceptional work conditions and environment. It’s not 

surprising that we attract highly qualified and motivated personnel! Portraits of three new 

arrivals this year. 

Alexandre Brassard, 
Dean
Alexandre Brassard became the new 
dean of the Faculty of Arts and the 
Faculty of Science of Université de 
Saint‑Boniface (USB) in February 2016.

Born in Roberval, in  
Lac‑Saint‑Jean, Alexandre 
Brassard received a Master’s 
in Political Science (1997) from 
Université Laval, and then a 
PhD (2011) from York 
University in Toronto. In 2007, 
he was hired to create the 
Research Department of 
Glendon College, York 

University’s bilingual campus, where he 
held the position of Director of Research 
until July 2015. 

During this mandate, he guided 
researchers in some twenty disciplines, 
launched the Centre for Global 
Challenges, organized scientific events, 
raised funds and took part in all aspects 
of university administration. “His rich 
experience in management on a small‑
scale campus with ties to a Francophone 
minority intrigued us,” underscored  
Peter Dorrington, Vice‑President 
(Academic and Research) of USB.

Louis St-Cyr Returns
Originally from 
Drummondville 
and living in 
Manitoba since 
1990, Louis St‑Cyr 
holds a 
certificate in 
Philanthropic 
Management 
from the 

University of Indiana (U.S.A.), a Bachelor’s 
degree from Université de Saint‑Boniface 
(USB) and a diploma in Specialized 
Education from Collège de Sherbrooke.

Director of the USB Development Office 
from 2006 to 2011, he returned to USB in 
January 2016 full of new ideas after 
building upon his experience with 
projects at the St. Boniface Hospital 
Foundation, with KCI Ketchum Canada, 
and CancerCare Manitoba Foundation.

“I’m very happy to be back and 
I look forward to reconnecting 
with everyone who holds USB 
close to their heart.” 

It should be noted that, during his first 
tenure as Director of Development,  
Louis St‑Cyr piloted the VISION campaign, 
the most fruitful in the history of  
the institution. 

Mélanie Cwikla,  
Director of the ETP
An astute manager and energetic 
motivator with a passion for teaching, 
Mélanie Cwikla has been at the helm of 
USB’s École technique et professionnelle 
(ETP) since August 8, 2016.

Born in Québec, Mélanie Cwikla moved to 
Manitoba in 1999 to work as a translator, 
first for the provincial government and 
then for the federal government, before 
switching gears toward a career in 
management. She holds both a 
Bachelor’s and a Master’s degree in 

Translation from 
Université de 
Montréal and 
also received a 
Master’s in 
Business 
Administration 
from the 
University of 
Manitoba.

Mélanie Cwikla was the director of 
Translation Services from 2003 to 2010 
and Executive Director of the Provincial 
Services Division of the Department of 
Tourism, Culture and Heritage until 2013. 
She went on to become Executive Director 
of the Francophone Affairs Secretariat 
until 2016. She was also an instructor at 
the USB School of Translation from 2003 
to 2015.

Why choose the ETP now? “After 17 
years with the government, I was 
seeking new challenges and my new 
position allows me to combine my 
passion for teaching with my 
commitment to Francophone Manitoba.”
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Here, With My Community
Since its founding in 1818 and today more than ever, Université de Saint‑Boniface has 

maintained a special relationship with the surrounding Francophone community and has 

watched it grow. The loyalty is reciprocal. Public dialogue, training for healthcare 

professionals, alumni events – the University is strengthening its commitment to the 

community while, for its part, the community is contributing to the success of its university. 

Conversation With the President
In spring 2016, the President of Université 
de Saint‑Boniface, Gabor Csepregi, 
created the Dialogues series, in which a 
notable guest presents on a topic and 
has a discussion with the president and 
interested community members. 

He made it clear upon his arrival at the 
head of USB in 2014 that as president, his 
first challenge would consist of “better 
understanding the nature and depth of our 
challenges.” Above all, Mr. Csepregi wanted 
to “consult with students, professors, 
administrative staff and the community to 
better identify each of our different points 
of view, hurdles and expectations.” Through 
his search to better understand the 
university’s challenges, the President hoped 
to establish strong lines of communication 
with contacted participants. 

“It was with this in mind that the idea for 
Dialogues was born,” said the President. 
“I want to continue the discussions and 
strengthen my ties with the community. 
This meeting provides a great opportunity 
to do just that in an informal setting.”

At the first meeting, which took place on 
April 7 and featured the topic “L’Université, 
mon Université, notre Université,” the 
President welcomed Paul Morris, a 
professor in the Faculty of Arts. 

“I accepted the invitation with pleasure,” 
affirmed Paul Morris. “It was an 
opportunity to share my personal 
thoughts about the current state of USB, 
the triple role of the professor – with 
respect to students, society and 
knowledge –, and the particularities of 
our university, specifically the minority 
position of its greater community. It was 
not a formal scientific conference. Rather, 
it gave me a chance to offer my 
impressions of our institution’s role in its 
local, national and international contexts.”

“After my presentation, I spoke with the 
President, and then I chatted with the 
audience. Nearly a quarter of the fifty or 
so participants were from the community 
and that was the prime objective: to reach 
the general public. Wine, snacks and a 
café ambiance made the setting quite 
pleasant. And despite the informal nature 
of the meeting, people were engaged. It 
was a great evening of discussion!” 

2016-2017 SEASON

OCTOBER 
Mr. Glen D. Joyal, Chief Justice of the Court of Queen’s Bench of Manitoba

FEBRUARY 
Mrs. Anne‑Marie Bernier, Professor at the Faculty of Science

APRIL 
Mrs. Maria Chaput, Ex‑senator 
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Healthcare Training
Whether through language classes, 
simulated patients or educational 
material, USB’s Division de l’éducation 
permanente (DEP) is actively involved,  
for a second year in a row, in training 
bilingual healthcare professionals. 

The DEP, already renowned for its 
language instruction, uses a three‑
pronged approach to train future doctors. 
First, there is collaboration with the 
Faculty of Medicine of the University of 
Manitoba to offer French courses to 
students who will become bilingual 
professionals. Ten modules are offered 
over two years. They cover topics such as 
the cardiovascular and respiratory 
systems, the nervous and ophthalmic 
systems, psychiatry, and the genitourinary 
or musculoskeletal systems.

Each module includes two hours of 
speaking activities and one hour of 
simulation with mock patients. “This is 
where our second collaboration comes 
into play,” explained the coordinator of the 
DEP, Kristopher Noseworthy. “The 
University of Manitoba already had its 
network of Anglophone simulated 
patients. We explored our network to 
provide them with Francophone simulated 
patients, making sure to include every 
possible accent! Our Nursing program at 
USB used these patients for the first time 
in 2015‑2016. These individuals receive 
three hours of training and are paid for 
their work. We have an 80% retention rate 
for their services.”

“The goal isn’t to achieve perfection  
or to know every single word,” adds  
Mr. Noseworthy. “The goal is to 
communicate effectively, to be comfortable 
and to have an open conversation.”

Finally, the DEP has helped to produce 
educational material that will enable 
future doctors to acquire specific 
vocabulary and to interact with 
Francophone patients. “It was a 
significant challenge. The doctors who 
created the material had the medical 
terminology expertise but not necessarily 
the experience in creating educational 
materials or an in‑depth understanding 
of the communicative learning approach. 
But we succeeded!” 

The DEP continues to offer language 
courses to healthcare professionals as 
part of the program Le français en milieu 
de santé.

ansansClass of 1975 
Reunion
In 1975, Collège secondaire de 
Saint‑Boniface boasted 93 graduates. 
Forty years later, in October 2016, more 
than half of them came back to their alma 
mater for a long‑awaited reunion! 

It’s tempting to name each and every 
member of this class! The members of 
the class of 1975 are well known, 
recognized and active. They have 
contributed and continue to contribute 
fully to the vitality of Francophone 
Manitoba. Who doesn’t know the 
scientist and professor Mariette Chartier, 

the business accounts manager at the 
National Bank of Canada, Michel Audette, 
the producer Louis Paquin, or the 
actor‑comedian Martial Tougas?  
The former guidance counsellor, 
Jean‑Yves Rochon, agreed wholeheartedly, 
“This class had an unusual amount of 
energy and creativity, particularly in the 
arts. Monique Fillion is a very active 
painter, Lise Gaboury‑Diallo is an 
internationally renowned writer, and  
an entire team at Radio‑Canada, 
including Gilles Fréchette and  
Roland Lavoie, oversaw the  
coming‑of‑age of local media.” 

The class of 1975 did go far, and its 
members also came from far and wide to 
see one another. Richard Simoens came all 

the way from Moncton. “There were some 
people I hadn’t seen in 40 years; we 
quickly reconnected!” Michèle Stanners 
came from Calgary. She recalled, “Some of 
us arrived at the Collège in 1969‑1970, the 
first year that the Jesuits accepted girls at 
the school. We made life hard for those 
poor priests by distracting the boys!”

In honour of the reunion, the graduates of 
1975 enjoyed a guided tour of the 
institution to see how things have 
changed. For example, classrooms have 
been built where there used to be 
dormitories. They were also able to visit 
the cupola, a rare privilege. “I even found 
the graffiti that I drew on a beam 40 years 
ago!” exclaimed alumnus Paul Sherwood.

Several former staff members participated 
in the celebration, including former 
teachers Fernand Grégoire (physical 
education) and Taïb Soufi (philosophy).

“Usually the participation rate at an event 
like this hovers between 20% and 30%. 
We reached 56%! That says a lot about 
our loyalty to our Collège,” concluded 
organizer Léonne Bilodeau.

ansans
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Welcome to the Network! 
In an effort to extend its vast 
Alumni Network, Université de 
Saint‑Boniface is looking for 
anyone who received a 
certificate or university, college 
or high‑school diploma from 
the institution.

The many benefits for  
Alumni Network members 
include access to the library 
and a discounted  
Sportex membership.

Amber Wojtowicz‑Martin  
(B.A. 2008, B.A. in Translation 2010) takes full 
advantage of her membership. “Thanks to the Alumni 
Network, I was able to reserve a room at no cost for 
meetings of the Réseau d’entraide pour langagiers. It’s 
always nice to come back to the campus and my 
colleagues and I really appreciated the flexibility and 
openness of Université de Saint‑Boniface.”

Follow her lead and visit ustboniface.ca/1818 to join the 
Network, to change your contact information, or to find 
out more about your benefits. You can also sign up 
online at ustboniface.ca/slcexpress to receive USB’s 
digital newsletter Sous la coupole Express.

Alumni Remembered
Around ten Université de Saint‑Boniface alumni 
passed away between December 2015 and  
July 2016. After their studies with us, these 
individuals went on to contribute to the 
development of the Francophone Manitoban 
community. We are sincerely grateful to them and 
offer our condolences to their families and friends.

The above list may be incomplete.  
To notify us of a death, please contact us at  
1818@ustboniface.ca.

2015
Guy Mulaire

Denis Le Gal

2016
Albert Breton

Jean Beaumont

Benoit Hacault

Raymond 
Labossière

Marlene Cormier

Alcide Labossière

Dr Ernest 
Letourneau 

ALUMNI NETWORK

Looking Ahead to Our 
200th Anniversary
BY CAROLE PELCHAT, ARCHIVIST

Women of Collège
Since its foundation, the role of Collège de Saint‑Boniface was to 
educate young men to produce future priests, lawyers and 
doctors. And so, only boys could enroll in the classical program. It 
also bears remembering that Collège was a boarding school where 
students lived in dormitories. It was out of the question that girls 
live under the same roof! 

In 1936, Collège de Saint‑Boniface signed an agreement with 
Académie Saint‑Joseph which allowed women to receive a 
Bachelor’s of Arts (B.A. Latin‑Philosophy) from the University of 
Manitoba. However, the Jesuit priests would go to Académie 
Saint‑Joseph to teach all the courses. In September 1959, the first 
women integrated into the Collège classrooms for university 
courses. In 1960, a new building was constructed, the Pavillon 
universitaire (the wing that now houses the IT centre), in order to 
offer university courses far from the young boys’ dormitories…

The Jesuits handed over leadership of the Collège in 1967 – at the 
same time when negotiations began with the St. Boniface School 
Division to offer a public highschool 
program. The classical program was 
eliminated in June 1969, which meant 
good‑bye dormitories! In September of 
that same year, the public high‑school 
program was offered to one and all. 
Today, 65% of the students are women. 
Times have definitely changed!

* Collège secondaire de 
Saint‑Boniface was moved 
to Collège Louis‑Riel in 
September 1983. CUSB did 
not renew its lease so that 
it could concentrate on 
post‑secondary education. 

Photo : USB archives
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It’s your magazine!
The magazine Sous la coupole is first and foremost 
for you! We would love to hear your ideas! Tell us 
about the notable accomplishments or activities of 
an alumnus, about your own achievements, or 
about an interesting piece of news!

Your participation is the reason why Sous la coupole 
remains pertinent and inspiring to its readers! 

Contact Dominique Philibert at 204‑237‑1818, ext. 510, 
or by email at communications@ustboniface.ca to 
submit your suggestions.


